
 

To build up our understanding of wave

packets we will start with a discrete

combination of momentum eigenstates
We will be able to see how this combination
of states produces a wave packet in
which a carrier wave is contained by
an envelope

Lets start with a 3 state linear
combination
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Fornormalized momentumeigenstates
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Now for the freeparticle momentum

eigenstates are also energy eigenstates

with energy Ej P u

So time evolutionisquiestraight forward
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For the sake of our sanity assume

SpecPo the momentumdistribution
is fairly narrow
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we can construct our time evolved state
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Theme's notmuch more to simplify except to
maintain a fix Vt form
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we get two waveforms I
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is the carrier wave

if we look at a waveform ei 25
x Vt Xe

we find that Xc typo is a single

harmonie at the wavelength of



the peak of the distribution Po

the speed of the carrier wave is Vc Ein
half the classical speed phasevelocity

cos x Ratt is the envelope wave

if we look at the waveform cos ZHILI
Wefind Xe Hsp b k SpeeRo

des Xc the envelopehas a long
wavelength characterized by the
width of the distinction Sp

the speed of the envelope is ve Pem

which is the classicalspeed groupvelocity
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